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Executive Message: Director, Kelly Allred

I am excited to introduce the
first of newsletters exclusively for XANGO Australia!
Australia is ranked one of the top countries to do business. The key reasons being:
Growth, Industries, Education, Location, Innovation, and credentials with other
countries. There has never been a better time to create and expand your business and
have the type of success that you know you are capable of.
With XANGO, we can all take pleasure in asking people about their experiences.
This allows them to reflect on how they have felt while bringing to light the amazing
effects of the Mangosteen fruit. And with XANGO, you have amazing product
options to share the experience pertaining to every individual!
Please stay tuned for details on our monthly Australian call that will be sent out to
you soon!
Thank you for your loyalty to XANGO! It is truly only the beginning.
Kelly Allred
xango.com.au
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Register Now For BE
International Convention!
Hello from the developer
of XANGO Aeris 2 Minute Miracle Gel™,
Shelly Maguire! Have you got two minutes? That

You're already coming to convention, now
you can stay for FREE: BE FREE
Promotion
Advance in rank to 5K between Feb.–
Jul. and you earn:
 One night stay at Caesars
Palace for BE convention
Advance to 20K between Feb.–Jul.
and you earn:
 Two nights stay at Caesars
Palace for BE convention
Advance to Premier or above between
Feb.–Jul. and you earn:
 Three nights stay at Caesars
Palace for BE convention

is all it takes to share this amazing and unique skin care
product! I originally developed the 2 Minute Miracle Gel
for use in my own chain of spas. It became a product
that worked 100% of the time on 100% of the people,
replacing 7 products in 1 and providing instant visible
results. Now with XANGO, we have enhanced our
formula with the addition of the powerful Mangosteen
fruit. I am so excited that you have the opportunity to
use and share the Aeris 2 Minute Miracle Gel to achieve
smooth, bright, glowing skin. And now my passion and
commitment is to support you, Xango Australia, through
private messaging, Skype calls, Zoom calls and more!
This is an exciting time for us all so I hope you will reach
out to me on Facebook!
Cheers!
Shelly Maguire

Click here for more
information on XANGO AERIS 2 Minute Miracle Gel,
and click here to enter your ID and order your XANGO
AERIS 2 Minute Miracle Gel

20K Glenys Castle:
Testimony on XANGO Aeris 2 Minute Miracle Gel™
I started using the 2 Minute Miracle Gel at the end of October 2016. I have
never liked using traditional exfoliators before (the feeling of using sandpaper). I was very
pleasantly surprised how the 2MM Gel felt and even better, the great results I've had using
it. The gel feels wonderful and gentle on the skin and is so refreshing. I thought after a day or
two I wouldn't get the same amount of skin exfoliating off each day, but I was wrong. Every day
the dead skin is coming off and my face feels so fresh after using it. The fact I don't have to
cleanse, tone and moisturize in separate steps is such a time saver for me, plus there is no need
for me to buy those extra products anymore! The lines around my mouth and on my forehead
are diminishing and my neck has improved tremendously! – Glenys Castle
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